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Topics to be discussed Topics to be discussed 

1.1. Common log measurementsCommon log measurements
2.2. Scaling logs Scaling logs 
3.3. Conversion factors for log Conversion factors for log 

and lumber measurementsand lumber measurements
4.4. Value added opportunities Value added opportunities 

in grading lumber in grading lumber 



Common Log MeasurementsCommon Log Measurements

Board FootBoard Foot
Cubic footCubic foot
Stacked (Cords) Stacked (Cords) 
Linear footLinear foot
WeightWeight



Board FootBoard Foot

Defined as a board containing 144 cubic inches of Defined as a board containing 144 cubic inches of 
sawed lumber or the equivalent of a board 12 sawed lumber or the equivalent of a board 12 
inches long, 12 inches wide, and 1 inch thick inches long, 12 inches wide, and 1 inch thick 

Board footage calculation (lumber)Board footage calculation (lumber)
•• Softwood lumber:  Use nominal dimensionsSoftwood lumber:  Use nominal dimensions
•• Hardwood lumber:  Use nominal thickness and actual widthHardwood lumber:  Use nominal thickness and actual width



Cubic Foot of WoodCubic Foot of Wood

Defined as a solid piece of wood that is 1 foot  Defined as a solid piece of wood that is 1 foot  
long, 1 foot wide, and 1 foot thicklong, 1 foot wide, and 1 foot thick

•• This unit is considered the most accurate in common useThis unit is considered the most accurate in common use
•• Does not allow for Does not allow for sawkerfsawkerf, slabs edgings, shrinkage, bark, , slabs edgings, shrinkage, bark, 

or sawing method or sawing method 
•• Pulpwood and salvage materials often measured in cubic Pulpwood and salvage materials often measured in cubic 

feet or feet or cunitscunits (100 cubic feet)(100 cubic feet)



CordsCords

Defined as a stack of wood that occupies a Defined as a stack of wood that occupies a 
volume of 128 cubic feetvolume of 128 cubic feet

For example, a pile of wood 4 feet tall by 4 feet by 8 For example, a pile of wood 4 feet tall by 4 feet by 8 
feet long is one cordfeet long is one cord

A pile of wood that occupies 160 cubic feet is called A pile of wood that occupies 160 cubic feet is called 
a long corda long cord



Linear Foot of WoodLinear Foot of Wood

A wood member or log of variable width and A wood member or log of variable width and 
thickness that is one foot in lengththickness that is one foot in length

For example, slabs (both edged and For example, slabs (both edged and unedgedunedged) are often ) are often 
sold by the linear footsold by the linear foot



Wood WeightWood Weight

Usually measured in tonsUsually measured in tons

Weigh truck empty and fully loaded, subtracting weight of Weigh truck empty and fully loaded, subtracting weight of 
truck from gross (loaded) weight.truck from gross (loaded) weight.
Pulpwood, southern yellow pine logs, and some hardwood Pulpwood, southern yellow pine logs, and some hardwood 
logs (logs (chipwoodchipwood))



Scaling LogsScaling Logs

Board foot log rulesBoard foot log rules
Cubic foot scalingCubic foot scaling
Weight scalingWeight scaling



Board Foot Log RulesBoard Foot Log Rules

The three most commonly used board foot The three most commonly used board foot 
log rules are:log rules are:

1.1. Scribner Decimal CScribner Decimal C
2.2. International (saw International (saw kerfkerf ¼ inch)¼ inch)
3.3. DoyleDoyle

•• The International Rule is most precise, but the The International Rule is most precise, but the 
Scribner Decimal C is more commonly usedScribner Decimal C is more commonly used

•• In the Rocky Mountain Region, Doyle’s log rule is In the Rocky Mountain Region, Doyle’s log rule is 
only used in eastern Kansas and  Nebraskaonly used in eastern Kansas and  Nebraska



Log Scaling Assumptions Log Scaling Assumptions 

The log is a cylinderThe log is a cylinder
•• Cylinder diameter equals inside bark diameter at the small Cylinder diameter equals inside bark diameter at the small 

end of logend of log
•• Cylinder length equals log lengthCylinder length equals log length

Logs are cut into boards one inch thickLogs are cut into boards one inch thick
Saw blade thickness (Saw blade thickness (kerfkerf) varies from 1/8 to 3/8 inches) varies from 1/8 to 3/8 inches
Boards are utilized to the specified minimum widthBoards are utilized to the specified minimum width
The minimum board length equals log lengthThe minimum board length equals log length
The log if free of defectsThe log if free of defects



Log Rules Log Rules –– Step FunctionsStep Functions



Merchantability Guidelines Merchantability Guidelines 

Guidelines vary by region:Guidelines vary by region:
The minimum merchantable length is 6 feet, but The minimum merchantable length is 6 feet, but 
the minimum can vary from 6 to 16 feetthe minimum can vary from 6 to 16 feet
Minimum small end diameter is usually 5 to 8 Minimum small end diameter is usually 5 to 8 
inchesinches
Minimum percentage of gross scale remaining Minimum percentage of gross scale remaining 
after scaling is 33% for valuable coniferous and after scaling is 33% for valuable coniferous and 
50% for less valuable species50% for less valuable species



Defect Deductions Defect Deductions 

Defect types:Defect types:
•• MechanicalMechanical
•• BiologicalBiological
•• PhysicalPhysical



Defect Classifications (Region 2) Defect Classifications (Region 2) 

1.1. Interior defectsInterior defects
2.2. Side defectsSide defects
3.3. Defects from curve and sweepDefects from curve and sweep
4.4. Defects from crotchesDefects from crotches
5.5. Defects from excessive knotsDefects from excessive knots



Methods of Estimating Defect Methods of Estimating Defect 
Deductions Deductions 

Four main methods:Four main methods:
1.1. Squared defectSquared defect
2.2. PiePie--cut cut 
3.3. Length deductionLength deduction
4.4. Diameter deductionDiameter deduction



Squared Defect Method Squared Defect Method 

Defective area enclosed in a squareDefective area enclosed in a square
For Scribner Decimal C:For Scribner Decimal C:

D = D = W” x H” x L’W” x H” x L’
1515

Where:Where:W = Width of defect in inches (plus 1” for waste)W = Width of defect in inches (plus 1” for waste)
H = Height of defect in inches (plus 1” for waste)H = Height of defect in inches (plus 1” for waste)
L = Length of defectL = Length of defect
D = Deduction in board feeD = Deduction in board fee

Commonly used for internal defects such as rots Commonly used for internal defects such as rots 
and heart checksand heart checks



PiePie--cut Method cut Method 
Used when a defect is deep and pie shaped, contained Used when a defect is deep and pie shaped, contained 
within a sector of a circlewithin a sector of a circle
The deduction has the same relationship to total scale as The deduction has the same relationship to total scale as 
the sector does to the circlethe sector does to the circle
Deduction estimates of 1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, or 2/3 are usedDeduction estimates of 1/8, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, or 2/3 are used
Defects that this method applies well to include Defects that this method applies well to include catfacescatfaces, , 
fire scars, fire scars, grubwormgrubworm holes, and holes, and rottonrotton knotsknots



Length Deduction Method Length Deduction Method 

Used when defects result in lumber shorter Used when defects result in lumber shorter 
than log lengththan log length
It should be used when the deduction for It should be used when the deduction for 
squared defect exceeds the scale of the log squared defect exceeds the scale of the log 
lengthlength
Such defects may include sweep, fire scar, Such defects may include sweep, fire scar, 
knot clusters, large burls, breaks, crotches, knot clusters, large burls, breaks, crotches, 
massed pitch, and rotmassed pitch, and rot



Diameter Deduction Diameter Deduction 

Involves reducing the scaling diameter of Involves reducing the scaling diameter of 
the logthe log
It is used for defects such as sap rot, It is used for defects such as sap rot, 
weather checks, shallow cat faces, weather checks, shallow cat faces, 
perimeter rings, and excessive knotsperimeter rings, and excessive knots
Example: A log with sap rot measures 12” Example: A log with sap rot measures 12” 
in diameter. The rotten sapwood is 1” in diameter. The rotten sapwood is 1” 
thick.  The gross diameter of the log is thick.  The gross diameter of the log is 
decreased by 2”, with a net diameter and decreased by 2”, with a net diameter and 
scale of a 10” diameter log. scale of a 10” diameter log. 



Bucking Logs for Scale (Value)Bucking Logs for Scale (Value)

Bucking objectives:Bucking objectives:
Cut logs to mill Cut logs to mill 
specificationsspecifications
Maximize value of Maximize value of 
logs cut from stemlogs cut from stem
Minimize wasteMinimize waste



The Effect of Bucking Decisions on Log The Effect of Bucking Decisions on Log 
Scale (Volume)Scale (Volume)

13”

33” 13”

33”

27”

Gross Volume (Scribner) 
= 2290 Board feet

Gross Volume (Scribner) 
= 3300 Board feet



Cubic Foot MeasureCubic Foot Measure

Cubic foot rules are based on formulaeCubic foot rules are based on formulae
The log is consider to be a cylinder having a scaling The log is consider to be a cylinder having a scaling 
diameter equal to the diameter inside bark at the log diameter equal to the diameter inside bark at the log 
centercenter
Log volume is equal to the basal area in square feet at Log volume is equal to the basal area in square feet at 
the log’s center multiplied the log lengththe log’s center multiplied the log length
Common cubic foot rules are:Common cubic foot rules are:

•• SmalianSmalian RuleRule
•• TwoTwo--end Conic Ruleend Conic Rule
•• SubSub--NeiloidNeiloid RuleRule



SmalianSmalian RuleRule

The average basal area is estimated by measuring The average basal area is estimated by measuring 
diameter inside bark at both log ends, computing diameter inside bark at both log ends, computing 
basal area for both diameters, and then multiplying basal area for both diameters, and then multiplying 
the average of the two basal areas by the log lengththe average of the two basal areas by the log length

Cubic foot volume = Cubic foot volume = (Small end BA + Large end BA)(Small end BA + Large end BA) x Log lengthx Log length
22



TwoTwo--end Conic Ruleend Conic Rule

The log is considered to be a The log is considered to be a frustrumfrustrum of a coneof a cone

Cubic foot volume = 0.005454L x Cubic foot volume = 0.005454L x [D[D22(SE) + D(SE) + D22(LE) + D(SE) + D(LE](LE) + D(SE) + D(LE]
33

Relatively new rule provided as an option by the Relatively new rule provided as an option by the 
Columbia River Log Scaling and Grading BureauColumbia River Log Scaling and Grading Bureau



SubSub--NeiloidNeiloid RuleRule

Used where logs to be scaled have a shape that Used where logs to be scaled have a shape that 
more closely approaches the more closely approaches the frustrumfrustrum of a of a neiloidneiloid

Cubic foot volume = 0.005454L x Cubic foot volume = 0.005454L x [D(SE) + D(LE][D(SE) + D(LE]22

22

This rule has been used on a more limited basisThis rule has been used on a more limited basis



Is there a best system? Is there a best system? –– The case The case 
for using cubic volumefor using cubic volume

Change in length/change in volume Change in length/change in volume 
criteriacriteria
Ability to account for secondary Ability to account for secondary 
productsproducts
Limiting variations in predicted Limiting variations in predicted 
lumber outputslumber outputs



Weight ScalingWeight Scaling

Typically used for small Typically used for small 
diameter low value logsdiameter low value logs
Relative to stick scaling, Relative to stick scaling, 
weight scaling is quick weight scaling is quick 
and easyand easy
Weight can be converted Weight can be converted 
to an equivalent board to an equivalent board 
foot or cord volume using foot or cord volume using 
weight scale factors   weight scale factors   



Benefits of Weight ScalingBenefits of Weight Scaling

Reduced scaling costsReduced scaling costs
Requires less handling of logsRequires less handling of logs
Encourages more efficient loading and Encourages more efficient loading and 
prompt delivery of logs after harvestingprompt delivery of logs after harvesting

Disadvantage of Weight Scaling
This method does not consider size, log 
quality or species mix, log diameter, 
length, or soundness



Weight Scaling Data CollectionWeight Scaling Data Collection

The following load data is typically collected:The following load data is typically collected:
Weights (Gross, tare, and net) in poundsWeights (Gross, tare, and net) in pounds
Net weight in tonsNet weight in tons
Source identitiesSource identities
Load receipt numberLoad receipt number
Destination identificationDestination identification
Product identificationProduct identification
Ticket numberTicket number
Date and time of scaleDate and time of scale
LoggerLogger



Weight Scale FactorsWeight Scale Factors

Can use standard weightCan use standard weight--scale factors or many scale factors or many 
companies develop their own to convert weight to companies develop their own to convert weight to 
an equivalent board foot or cord volumean equivalent board foot or cord volume
Weight scale factors vary with timber quality, Weight scale factors vary with timber quality, 
moisture content, and mill efficiencymoisture content, and mill efficiency
Because forest site conditions affect specific Because forest site conditions affect specific 
gravity, weight scale factors also vary with  gravity, weight scale factors also vary with  
different geographic locationdifferent geographic location



Example:  Weight Scaling FactorExample:  Weight Scaling Factor

Ponderosa pine:Ponderosa pine:

Assume:Assume:
Specific gravity = 0.38Specific gravity = 0.38
Moisture content = 80%Moisture content = 80%
1 1 cunitcunit = Approximately 1.117 cords= Approximately 1.117 cords
1 MBF (log scale) = Approximately 2 cords1 MBF (log scale) = Approximately 2 cords

4268 pounds or 2.13 tons per 4268 pounds or 2.13 tons per cunitcunit of solid woodof solid wood
3821 pounds or 1.91 tons per cord wood 3821 pounds or 1.91 tons per cord wood 
7642 pounds or 3.82 tons per MBF 7642 pounds or 3.82 tons per MBF 



Estimating the Number of Sample Truckloads Needed Estimating the Number of Sample Truckloads Needed 
to Achieve a Specified Precision of Saleto Achieve a Specified Precision of Sale--wide Estimateswide Estimates

11
(PE/CV)(PE/CV)22 (1/t(1/t22)+1/N)+1/N

Where:Where:
n = Number of truckloads in samplen = Number of truckloads in sample
N = Estimated truckloads in saleN = Estimated truckloads in sale
PE = (E/x) x 100%PE = (E/x) x 100%
CV = (S/x)CV = (S/x)
x = Mean of ratio in cubic feet of wood per pound of wood and bax = Mean of ratio in cubic feet of wood per pound of wood and barkrk
t = Student’s t ratio, for n larger than 25, t is approximately t = Student’s t ratio, for n larger than 25, t is approximately equal to 2equal to 2
E = OneE = One--half the width of the desired confidence interval (The  half the width of the desired confidence interval (The  

precision of the sample estimate of the mean of ratiprecision of the sample estimate of the mean of ratio in cubic feeto in cubic feet
of wood per pound of wood and bark)of wood per pound of wood and bark)

From USFS Research Paper RM 311 by From USFS Research Paper RM 311 by MarkstromMarkstrom & King& King

n =



Conversion Factors for Log/Lumber Conversion Factors for Log/Lumber 
Measurements Measurements 

Board foot measurements:Board foot measurements:
1 board foot = 144 cubic inches or 1/12 1 board foot = 144 cubic inches or 1/12 

cubic feet of solid wood cubic feet of solid wood 
1 MBF = 1000 board feet1 MBF = 1000 board feet
1 MBF = 83.33 cubic feet solid wood1 MBF = 83.33 cubic feet solid wood
1 MBF = Approximately 2 cords of wood1 MBF = Approximately 2 cords of wood



Conversion Factors for Log/Lumber Conversion Factors for Log/Lumber 
Measurements Measurements 

Cubic foot measurements:Cubic foot measurements:
1 1 CunitCunit = 100 cubic feet of solid wood= 100 cubic feet of solid wood
1 1 CunitCunit = 1200 board feet= 1200 board feet
1 1 CunitCunit = Approximately 1.117 cords = Approximately 1.117 cords 



Board Foot (Scale) to Cubic Volume Board Foot (Scale) to Cubic Volume 

From The Woodland Workbook From The Woodland Workbook –– Measuring Timber Products Measuring Timber Products 
Harvested from Your Woodland by Harvested from Your Woodland by OesterOester and Bowersand Bowers



Conversion Factors for Log/Lumber Conversion Factors for Log/Lumber 
Measurements Measurements 

Stacked wood measurements:Stacked wood measurements:
1 Cord = 128 cubic feet of stacked logs1 Cord = 128 cubic feet of stacked logs
1 Cord = Approximately 85 cubic feet 1 Cord = Approximately 85 cubic feet 

of solid woodof solid wood
1 Cord = Approximately 500 board feet 1 Cord = Approximately 500 board feet 

(log scale) (log scale) 



ValueValue--added opportunities in added opportunities in 
grading small diameter logs grading small diameter logs 

Log grading basicsLog grading basics
Factors that affectFactors that affect
Grading strategies for Grading strategies for 
small mills and small small mills and small 
diameter logs diameter logs 



Log GradingLog Grading

Definition:  Classifying logs based on species, Definition:  Classifying logs based on species, 
length, diameter, and quality as a means of length, diameter, and quality as a means of 
determining valuedetermining value

Camp run: a mix of saw logs or better quality logs Camp run: a mix of saw logs or better quality logs 
sold at the same pricesold at the same price

As log size increases and quality improves, it As log size increases and quality improves, it 
becomes more common to sell logs at different becomes more common to sell logs at different 
prices based on gradeprices based on grade



Factors that Influence Log Grade Factors that Influence Log Grade 

SpeciesSpecies
Log lengthLog length
Log diameterLog diameter
Growth rateGrowth rate
DefectsDefects



Log Grades (Example)Log Grades (Example)



The Effect of Bucking Decisions on Log The Effect of Bucking Decisions on Log 
Scale and Grade (Volume and Value)Scale and Grade (Volume and Value)



Grading strategies for small mills Grading strategies for small mills 
and small diameter logs and small diameter logs 

Product diversification, emphasizing valueProduct diversification, emphasizing value--added added 
productsproducts
Establish criteria for log quality segregation of Establish criteria for log quality segregation of 
small logs based on external defects and knot small logs based on external defects and knot 
distributiondistribution
Develop log handling systems that can efficiently Develop log handling systems that can efficiently 
segregate logs, while minimizing handling costssegregate logs, while minimizing handling costs
Log grading process may require automated Log grading process may require automated 
systems with scanning and defect identification systems with scanning and defect identification 
capabilitiescapabilities



Colorado Wood Utilization & Marketing Colorado Wood Utilization & Marketing 
Assistance Center Assistance Center -- Contact InformationContact Information

Webpage (www.colostate.edu/programs/cowood)

Dr. Kurt MackesDr. Kurt Mackes
(970) 491(970) 491--40664066
Kmackes@cnr.colostate.eduKmackes@cnr.colostate.edu

http://www.colostate.edu/programs/cowood
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